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Summary
Over more than two decades since its introduction,
William Bengen’s “4% rule” for setting expected
maximum sustainable retirement withdrawal rates
has been both praised and maligned. The authors
believe that the 4% rule approach represents an
ingenious start, yet long-term testing on a data set
even more broad than Bengen’s original reveals that
two distinct failure modes have occurred with
unacceptably high frequency when realistic cost
assumptions are included.  

The discussion herein describes a new and very
different approach to solving the problem based on
Bengen’s powerful original work. This new
approach first reinforces the findings of Bengen’s
seminal work, along with the work of others, then
introduces critical missing steps. This new
approach, called the “ValueGap Method” has made
momentous improvement in narrowing the gap
between expected and actual sustainable withdrawal
rates when tested on over two centuries of historical
data.

This new method may seem like a radical departure
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from traditional thinking. It approaches the problem
from a very different direction, yet a historically
successful one. Once understood the process may
suddenly seem obvious, yet the seemingly obvious
is not always so: humans managed to build huge
rockets to fly astronauts to the moon and back where
they eventually drove both a dune buggy and a golf
ball, before a genius among us had the bright idea to
attach wheels to the bottom of our travel luggage. 

The first and most understandable of the two
common failure modes occurred at times when 4%
rule withdrawals turned out to be too high and, if
continued, would lead to premature financial ruin.
This is defined as “Downside Failure.”  Conversely,
there are far more frequent outcomes where retirees
limiting their income to the 4% rule could have
successfully taken considerably more, thereby
relegating themselves to an unnecessarily meager
lifestyle, often drastically. This is defined as “Upside
Failure.” Sadly, neither failure mode would have
typically become evident until well into retirement. 

Answering this critical withdrawal rate question,
phrased simply from the retiree perspective as:
“What is the most we may take safely?” is similar to
the celebrated television game show where players
must offer a guess as close as possible to the correct
price of an item without going over. As in the game
show, there are two distinct ways to get the answer
wrong: by guessing too high or guessing too low.

Prior research from Kitces (2008), Pfau (August,
2011) and others has suggested that valuation may
be a meaningful factor in accuracy of withdrawal
rate selection. The authors now believe, and will
attempt to make an evidence-based case in this
paper, that initial valuation error has been the
predominant influencing factor behind the
unacceptably high historical divergence of
outcomes. Importantly, they have found that
traditional earnings-based valuation metrics are not
adequately effective in identifying this discrepancy. 
Given the wide variation in outcomes shown in

testing, the authors contend that no “one-size-fits-
all” withdrawal rate solution like the 4% rule will
ever reliably inform retirees accurately. Because the
valuation error driving the problem is not readily
found using traditional earnings-based valuation
metrics such as P/E, earnings yield, CAPE, etc.,
what is needed is a new approach to measuring
valuation. The new valuation tool introduced here
has historically identified and negated initial
valuation error with high accuracy, allowing far
more accurately defined maximum sustainable
withdrawal rates. Historical testing of this approach
will show that it would have eliminated all instances
of historical Downside Failure: No retiree would
have ever run out of money using the ValueGap
Method for any asset class with available data. At
the same time it also eliminated, or greatly
mitigated, all historical Upside Failure, typically
giving retirees an answer much closer to the true
maximum available income. 

Bengen’s Challenge – Bigger Than Ever
More than two decades ago William Bengen
published the first of a series of papers in the
Journal of Financial Planning’sOctober 1994 issue,
“Determining Withdrawal Rates Using Historical
Data,” (Bengen, 1994), wherein he used rolling-
period data available from Ibbotson Associates’
Stocks, Bonds, Bills and Inflation: 1992 Yearbook.
He endeavored to calculate the highest historically
sustainable withdrawal rates available while
avoiding depletion of retirement savings, thereby
bringing the historical frequency of ruin during
retirement to zero in the hope of defining a method
for bringing future probability of ruin as close to
zero as possible, in the face of an always-uncertain
future. 

If successful, his premise would give retirees hope
and the practical comfort of receiving a stable and
inflation-adjusted income that would ideally never
need to be reduced in response to volatile market
action. A number of valuable conclusions were
reached, the most famous being that an equity-
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weighted balanced portfolio was and should be
highly sustainable if the first paycheck of a
continuous lifetime series was set to 4% of the
portfolio balance on the first day of retirement, the
now famous “4% rule.” This was later refined in
Bengen’s follow up work.

Other researchers, such as Cooley, Hubbard and
Walz in their seminal 1998 work, “The Trinity
Study,” reinforced Bengen’s conclusions. Others
have corroborated or built upon Bengen. Pye, (2000,
2001) introduced Monte Carlo analysis to better
describe what is now often called “probability of
ruin.” In 2001, Ameriks, Veres and Warshawsky
confirmed that rates slightly above 4% were
historically sustainable with a low probability of
what is described herein as Downside Failure. None
of these resources has significantly addressed the
opposite problem: Upside Failure. 

The Withdrawal Rate Question
Retiring people who have saved money for lifetime
income face two simple questions with complex
answers:
n How do we invest the money we’ve saved?
n How much may we successfully withdraw 

without running out?

A fundamental assumption here is retirees want to
receive a steady monthly income that maintains the
lifestyle they are accustomed to, while preserving
their independence and dignity, or at least as close to
that level as they can actually afford. The very
wealthy would be less concerned, yet would still
need to know where that threshold lies so as to plan
properly. Importantly, withdrawal rate selection on
its own can make or break financial success in
retirement. When framed from the perspective of a
typical retiree, the withdrawal question may be
simply stated as:

What is the most we may take safely?1

Since past performance cannot guarantee future
results, the term “safely” used here represents the

goal of not running out, or at least not having to
compromise lifestyle due to portfolio performance.
To succeed, a retiree must both avoid running out of
money while also coming reasonably close to
maximizing available income, assuming they want
to. This means there are actually two distinctly
different ways to fail. 

The first failure mode type, Downside Failure, is the
most commonly feared. The retiree’s chosen
withdrawal rate turns out to be too high and the
portfolio either depletes prematurely or forces
retirees to make cuts in lifestyle. The opposite
failure mode, Upside Failure, occurs when the
retiree’s chosen withdrawal rate is significantly
below the maximum amount they would like to have
taken, unnecessarily cutting into the desired
lifestyle, potentially deeply. For example, a couple
may have truly desired to live in a waterfront
condominium in Palm Beach and could have, in
fact, afforded to. Instead, they lived in a modest
ranch in the dusty interior because they thought they
had to. They likely wouldn’t realize their fate until
their best years were well behind them.

The data behind all research and testing below
comes from some of America’s preeminent
economists and is used with permission, for which
the authors are grateful. Dr. Jeremy Siegel
(www.jeremysiegel.com) and Dr. Robert Shiller
(www.econ.yale.edu/~shiller/data.htm) have given
direct permission while data from Drs. Roger
Ibbotson, Gene Fama and Ken French are purchased
from and used with the permission of Morningstar®.
With this collection of data, very long-term rolling-
return monthly scenario testing may be conducted
for various U.S. asset classes. Annual data for price,
dividends, interest and inflation dates back for some
asset classes as far as December of 1801, the year
America inaugurated her third president: Thomas
Jefferson. The dataset includes price, dividend,
interest rate and inflation data for various asset
classes.
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F IGURE 1 :  ACTUAL SA F E WITHDRAWAL RATES

Variable longevity is a critical factor that any
successful methodology would have to account for,
and the approach within does this. However, in the
interest of simplicity in focusing on the issue being
addressed here, a 30-year retirement window
assumption for the average American retiring couple
will be used throughout. This allows starting test
dates from December 1801 to as recently as the last
date that leaves 30 full years to test. Additionally,
while the examples shown here are designed around
a level purchasing power adjusted lifetime income,
customized expense mapping would be available to
account for such things as an assumption that health-
care costs would spike in final years, or to account
for a period of higher travel expenses in early years,
etc.

An Important Conundrum
As a start, the data may be used to solve for actual
historical maximum safe withdrawal rates by testing
each historically available rolling-return period and
adjusting the annual withdrawal rate to the point of
depleting the portfolio at the end of the 30th year.
Figure 12, above, shows these actual maximum

sustainable withdrawal rates plotted for both a
traditional 60% U.S. stocks and 40% government
bond “balanced” portfolio (shown in green) as well
as an all-stock choice (shown in blue).  

Look at how amazingly volatile actual safe
withdrawal rates have been!  There were times when
a steady lifetime withdrawal rate starting at over 9%
would have been sustainable even with 2% in total
fees. Yet at other times a rate less than 4% would
have failed the retiree, who would likely have no
idea of impending peril until well into retirement.
Raising any of these starting rates by even a tenth
of a percent would have caused depletion before the
end of the thirtieth year.  So the crux of the problem
is that no “one-size-fits-all” withdrawal rate will
ever work, be it 4% or 5% or whatever. Like a
broken clock that is only right twice a day, it will be
wrong most of the time. In fact, far more often than
running out early, a 4% withdrawal rate would have
instead shortchanged the retiree’s lifestyle, often
times massively.

The question needs to change.  Trying to find a one-
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size-fits-all answer is ultimately a fool’s errand. It
will never exist. A more effective tool is needed; a
variable tool, one that would still have provided a
steady inflation-adjusted income for retirees, yet an
answer more closely matched to the actual
maximum. For this reason, the authors believe that
the traditional approach to finding a maximum
“safe” withdrawal rate has been starting from a
flawed premise. The question has been framed in a
way that can never be adequately answered with a
single static number.

The Problem Behind the Problem
Prior research has explored the relationship and
effects of portfolio valuation to realized safe
withdrawal rates. Kitces (2008, 2009) not only
identified what he called “the timing paradox,” but
eventually proposed that a base withdrawal rate of
5% be adjusted up or down by 50 to 100 basis points
(a half of a percent to one percent) according to
threshold levels tied to the Shiller Cyclically
Adjusted Price to Earnings Ratio (CAPE) metric

(aka PE10), which attempts to flatten earnings
volatility by a 10-year forward averaging process.
The results demonstrated measurable improvement
in selecting a historically successful withdrawal rate
and may confirm that safe withdrawal rates have
correlated inversely with valuation. Additional work
by Kitces added asset allocation adjustment
controlled by valuation thresholds and further
confirmed the same possibility.

Pfau (August, 2011) included additional tests of the
valuation impact. He reinforced earlier work by
Kitces and considered the earnings yield (inverse of
P/E) aspect of Shiller’s CAPE (EY10). He analyzed
utilization of equity dividend and Treasury bond
yield valuation factors as they relate to real world
historical safe withdrawal rate outcomes. The
conclusions further reinforce the likelihood of an
important inverse correlation between market
valuations and historically realized actual safe
maximum withdrawal rates.  

F IGURE 2 :  R E A L TOTAL RETURN -  GROWTH OF $1  INV E ST ED IN LARGE U .S .  STOCKS ,  DEC EMBER

1801  TO DECEMBER 2013
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The utility of valuation as a driver of variance of
maximum withdrawal rates seems well established
in relevant literature. However, with as much as a
1,000 basis point variance shown in Figure 1, the
remedies proposed to date suggest much smaller
adjustment of starting withdrawal rates in response.
A 100 basis point adjustment just doesn’t get
anywhere close to the variance seen in actual
experience. The authors believe the issue lies within
a lack of effectiveness of traditional valuation tools
and metrics for this particular application. Earnings-
based valuations methodologies such as P/E,
Earnings Yield, and even more sophisticated
approaches such as CAPE, may be valuable tools
for some applications, yet may not be ideal for
addressing the withdrawal rate question. 

The authors propose that the predominant driving
factor in the dramatic swing range of actual safe
withdrawal rates has been an unidentified valuation
error often present at any historical retirement start
date. The research here will attempt to demonstrate
how this valuation error may have been much more
significant than previously understood. Unless this
valuation error were to be identified and then
somehow offset, the data shows a high resulting
instance of both Downside and Upside Failure.  

A Better Tool
The authors propose a new valuation tool, one they
believe to be more practically useful in establishing
expected safe maximum withdrawal rates. It is a
valuation metric based neither in earnings nor
yields. The authors call this tool the “ValueGap
Ratio,” and it is simply the proportional difference
at any point in time between the level of long-term
real total return performance of any equity asset
class3 vs. the long-term logarithmic mean regression
of that asset class as described below. More simply,
it is the difference between the blue line and the
orange line in Figure 2, on the previous page.

This chart is worth studying carefully. The blue line
represents real total return growth of a single

hypothetical American dollar invested in a broadly
diversified portfolio of large-cap U.S. equities
starting in 1801. Note that this is not the typical
mode for displaying long-term historical market
data. Because this is real total return, dividends have
been reinvested, inflation has been taken out, no fees
are yet applied and it is charted on a log scale. When
viewed like this, the image is simply a pure (no fees
or tax burden) view of the raw purchasing power
performance of a single hypothetical dollar invested
over a very long time charted on a logarithmic scale. 

The authors call the orange regression line running
along the middle of the blue line “Internal Value”
and suggest it not only represents a profound trend
line or mean around which real total return
performance has repeatedly reverted to, but it is also
a much better description of the retirement income
producing value of the portfolio at any given time.
The mean reversion over history has been
remarkably consistent. The two gray lines in Figure
2 roughly frame a range through which this
performance has tracked for more than two centuries
of American history. Note that the large U.S. equity
portfolio shown here has never been able to sustain
performance levels above roughly twice or below
roughly half of the level of the orange line for any
significant amount of time.  

This consistency has remained unbroken through the
best and worst of America’s economic history. It has
survived every “Black Swan” event (Taleb, 2007)
in recorded American history including the Great
Depression, the tech stock bubble and the financial
meltdown of 2007. Given the striking consistency
the performance path has taken, even very old data
may be more relevant than otherwise might have
been expected. This data, just like in Bengen’s
original analysis, may be used to perform testing of
historical outcomes.

The authors are suggesting that this gap in value
between the blue and orange lines on the chart, the
ValueGap Ratio, correlates to the initial valuation
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error they believe has been present at historical
retirement start dates and may be used to offset this
error, resulting in more successful withdrawal rate
selection. The authors call this ratio, when mapped
over time, the “ValueGap Index.” At any point
where the blue real total return performance line is
equal to the orange Internal Value line, the ValueGap
Ratio would be equal to 1. If the blue line were twice
the level of the orange line, (200%) the ValueGap
Ratio would equal 2, and if the blue line were at a
level of half the orange line then the ValueGap Ratio
would be 0.5.  

The theory proposes that at those times when the
blue line was above the orange line portfolios were
more expensive but not necessarily more valuable4
for retirement income production purposes. When
the blue line tracked below the orange line the
portfolio was merely inexpensive, yet not effectively
less valuable for income purposes, which will be
demonstrated. 

Regardless of where the blue line has been
positioned relative to the orange line, the underlying
assets are still the same portfolio of shares of large
American businesses that produced effectively the
same business results they otherwise would have
over ensuing decades, in terms of dividends and
retained earnings – regardless of how high or low
the price temporarily happened to be at the
retirement start date. As a corollary, paying more for
a used car than necessary doesn’t make the car go
faster, look better or last longer than it otherwise
would have. Likewise paying more (or less) for a
basket of stocks and/or bonds doesn’t meaningfully
change the productive results of the businesses
behind those securities over ensuing decades. It is
the authors’ contention that, over time, price and
value are often disconnected and that, as time
passes, price seeks value, not the other way around,
without challenging the premise of efficient
markets.

Figure 3, above, shows what looks like a Monte

F IGURE 3 :  R EMA IN ING 30-Y E AR PORT FOL IO BALANCES -  1 , 356  ROL L ING PER IODS ,  DEC EMBER

1801  TO DECEMBER 1983
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Carlo simulation. It is not. It is 1,356 historical 30-
year rolling return period scenarios using actual
historical data to test what would realistically have
happened under a specific withdrawal model – in
this case, the traditional 4% rule with real-world cost
assumptions added. For this example the portfolio
is a 100% large-cap U.S. equity portfolio.

Note that nearly one in five of these outcomes
resulted in Downside Failure, running out early.
Substituting a traditional 60/40 balanced portfolio,
the Downside Failure rate would have shown
significantly higher rate of ruin at almost one in
three. In both cases the odds of running out early in
the example shown were unacceptably high. On this
chart the computer continues to draw from a
depleted portfolio (the outcomes seen below zero)
to demonstrate how far behind these retirees would
have become.  

The chart also shows the opposite problem: Many
outcomes ended with significantly more savings
than with which the retiree started. This Upside
Failure means that these retirees potentially
shortchanged their lifestyles, sometimes massively. 

The basic driver behind the divergence of these
failed outcomes is simple. The withdrawal rate
strategy used resulted in the retiree starting an
income either too large or too small. The authors
believe that the problem is not with Bengen’s
ingenious concept, but with the unidentified
valuation error described above. If this valuation
theory were correct, then one could expect
Downside Failures to occur at starting dates when
the portfolio was expensive as measured by the
ValueGap Ratio and Upside Failure to follow from
inexpensive starting dates. Figure 4, below, shows
this to be exactly what would have happened. It is a
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F IGURE 4 :  R E A L TOTAL RETURN -  GROWTH OF ONE HYPOTHET I CA L DOL L AR INVEST ED IN LARGE
U .S .  EQU I T I E S F ROM DECEMBER 1801

Chart shows raw performance from historical data. No taxes or fees assumptions applied. Source: Shiller, Compass Point Retirement Planning, Inc.
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zoomed-in section of the chart from Figure 2,
showing all downside and upside failure starting
dates with a corresponding red or green dot. The
consistency is profound. If the 4% rule is applied
with the expense assumptions described, Downside
Failure has only occurred at times when the
ValueGap Ratio was expensive, levels above one,
and Upside Failure only occurred at times when the
ValueGap Ratio was below one – inexpensive. 

In order to correct for the presumed valuation error
the retiree must multiply the starting portfolio
balance by the inverse of the ValueGap Ratio, called
the “ValueGap Factor.” So if the ValueGap Ratio
were at two, multiplying the current portfolio
balance by one-half would, in theory, normalize the
valuation error and provide a more appropriate
starting balance for use in calculating the first of a
lifetime series of inflation-adjusted paychecks. 

The “Safe” Withdrawal Rate Frontier
The ValueGap Method actually has three steps.
Offsetting initial valuation error using the ValueGap
Factor is actually the second step. The first step is
determining the base withdrawal rate amount to
apply in the first place, e.g., 4%. The authors call
this the “Target Withdrawal Rate.” This rate would
be the historical maximum safe withdrawal rate if
there were no valuation error on the retirement start
date, when the ValueGap Ratio equals one. Figure
5, above, shows a scatter plot of actual maximum
starting withdrawal rates as charted in Figure 1
plotted against the ValueGap Ratio on the
corresponding income start date.  

Note the scattered data lines up along a clearly
defined “Safe Withdrawal Rate Frontier” described
by the red line. Not a single outlier appears to the
left or below this line. The point where the red line
crosses the green line (ValueGap Ratio = 1), sets the

F IGURE 5 :  PROOF OF THEORY?

Data Source: Shiller, Siegel. Chart: Compass Point Retirement Planning, Inc. Assumes pre-tax CPI inflation adjusted 
withdrawals from tax-deferred account holding US equity portfolio. 2% total annual non-tax costs.
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Target Withdrawal Rate for that particular
combination of three critical variables: Asset mix,
minimum longevity assumption and total fee
assumption. In this example: A large U.S. stock
portfolio with 30-year minimum sustainability
requirement and 2% all-in total costs. Note that
every individual combination of asset mix,
minimum longevity required and actual costs will
define its own unique Target Withdrawal Rate. The
pronounced tilt to the data in Figure 5 demonstrates
the profound correlation between the ValueGap
Ratio and actual maximum sustainable withdrawal
rates. 

A third and optional step in the ValueGap Method
is to repeat the first two steps as often as desired,
and if the answer provides a higher income amount,
the retiree may elect to take a permanent increase
called a “ValueGap Step-Up.” If the recalculation
provides a lower answer, the retiree does not need to
reduce the paycheck. This is because the calculation
is determined from the worst-case outcome and any

recalculated income amount is then being
distributed over a shorter remaining time period –
even if the retiree hasn’t yet chosen a shorter
longevity assumption. Additionally, as the retiree(s)
progress in age, they may choose a shorter longevity
assumption correlating to a higher Target
Withdrawal Rate, thereby increasing income, if
desired, as it becomes historically safer to do so.

A Breakthrough?
The ValueGap Factor may be the variable tool for
mitigating maximum withdrawal rate variance. The
solution is as simple as multiplying the starting
portfolio balance by the target withdrawal rate and
then by the ValueGap Factor to correct for initial
valuation error. This action is the core of The
ValueGap Method. 

If the outcomes shown in Figure 3 were to be
recomputed using the ValueGap Method to set the
starting lifetime inflation-adjusted paycheck
amount, the results would change to those shown in

F IGURE 6 :  THE TOTAL P I CTUR E – REMA IN ING 30-Y E AR PORT FOL IO BALANCES -  1 , 356  ROL L ING
PER IODS ,  DEC EMBER 1801  TO DECEMBER 1983
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F IGURE 7:  FRONT I E R S BY ASS E T CLAS S

Figure 6, on the previous page.

Comparing the results from Figures 3 and 6 shows
how significantly outcomes would have been
improved by using the ValueGap Method. For more
than two hundred years of historical data, even with
a 2% fee assumption, there would have been no
Downside Failures, even with a 100% equity
portfolio.  Just as importantly, all Upside Failures
were either completely eliminated or greatly
mitigated.  

Other Asset Classes
This same analysis may then be performed on any
asset class or blended portfolio mixed from various
asset classes. It could use any given combination of
longevity and fee assumptions as long as sufficient
historical data is available. Figure 7, above, shows

the historical safe withdrawal rate frontiers for the
basic U.S. Equity asset classes, assuming 30-year
minimum longevity targets and a 2% all-in fee
assumption. The output here has been translated to
a linear scale on both axis, which has transformed
the straight red line in Figure 5 to the curved blue
line seen in Figure 7.

This process may be applied to any asset class or
blended portfolio for which there exists historical
data of sufficient historical length and granularity to
reasonably define its range of variance over multiple
economic “seasons” and various “Black Swan”
events. The authors assume that at least two human
generations (~>60 years) would be sufficient to
provide a workable baseline. If applying this process
to a traditional fixed-income portfolio, one
difference in application would be that the Internal
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Data Source: Shiller, Siegel, Morningstar. Chart: CPRP, Inc. Assumes pre-tax CPI inflation adjusted 
withdrawals from tax-deferred account holding US equity portfolio. 2% total annual non-tax costs.
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Value baseline would be determined using nominal
total return vs. real total return as is required with
equities. This is because most fixed-income assets
do not have an inherent inflation component to their
return, as do equity assets. 

Limitations and Authors’ Opinions
The ValueGap Method for determining expected
safe withdrawal rates for a retirement portfolio has
proven quite robust when tested across centuries of
change in America. It has provided answers that
have historically been much closer to actual realized
maximum sustainable rates than calculations using
any other method the authors have knowledge of.
However, its accuracy is dependent upon long term
and reasonably accurate past datasets and would rely
on continued mean reversion, which of course can
never be guaranteed. If the data set is not long
enough or granular enough, accuracy will be
compromised. Also, as may be seen from Figure 2,
while mean reversion has never failed to occur in
the United States, it typically occurred in multi-year
cycles. If the cycles extend long enough, or if mean
reversion fails to occur, then the accuracy of the
ValueGap Method would be compromised, yet so
would every other approach known to the authors.

The other problem is that while the ValueGap
Method would apparently have handled all real
world disasters and catastrophes in the American
market experience well, a successful market-driven
retirement distribution rate selection using this
method requires a continuous economy and
adequate historical record. In the case of those
countries that lost a World War, or decimated their
economies in the process of winning one, a true
collapse and reset of an economy would also reset
the valuation base that the ValueGap Method relies
upon. However, the authors don’t see failing to
survive total economic collapse to mean this method
doesn’t work. As of yet, the authors know of no
other method that would provide a better outcome
under both a successful and failed economic
outcome.  

The ValueGap Method has worked very well
through the largest challenges of the last two
centuries covered by our data. The Great
Depression, every war America ever fought (except
the French and Indian War and the Revolution),
every boom, every recession and the best and worst
of all economic conditions the American economy
has experienced were handled successfully. The
authors believe that Sir John Templeton may have
said it best: “The four most dangerous words in
investing: This time is different.” 

Conclusions
The meaningful improvement that would have been
experienced by application of the ValueGap Method
appears to confirm the authors’ belief that valuation
error at the start of retirement may be the
predominant factor behind the wild variance
experienced in actual historically sustainable
withdrawal rates. The robust improvement upon the
historical result does not provide absolute certainty
that such results will be realized in future
application, yet two centuries of success through
compounding innovation and economic extremes
should be sufficient basis for its use in retirement-
income decision making going forward, as long as
realistic limitations are understood and until the next
generation of improvement becomes available.

Given how impactful the initial valuation error
appears to have been over the period studied, it
would have been feasible to incorporate a larger
allocation of equities into retirement allocations in a
manner that ultimately would have resulted in larger
and more successful outcomes for retirees, once
valuation error was identified and offset. Quite a bit
of effort has been put into trying to reduce
probability of failure by trying to manage volatility
through the introduction of lower correlating (and
thus typically lower earning) securities into the mix.
The authors believe that, in hindsight, it might have
been better to address valuation issues over volatility,
and as such believe that for many years we may have
been trying to slay the wrong dragon…
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In practical application, the authors have developed
and hope to soon release a cloud-based tool that will
make practical use of this concept possible. Given
the immediate urgency of the post-WWII baby-
boom wave cresting on the retirement beach over
the next decade or more, the authors hope this new

method may provide a significantly higher degree
of success in outcomes for the millions of
Americans who have accumulated capital and want
to drive a successfully maximized lifetime
paycheck. n

Footnotes:
1 Note: “Safe Maximum Withdrawal Rate” is a common term of art used in professional and academic circles as well as with public media 

in describing the process retirees and their advisors commonly use to set retirement withdrawal rates.  Each time the word “safe” or 

“safely” is used herein it is not intended to represent a guarantee of success, but describes the layperson’s goal of not depleting the 

portfolio during retirement.  An Internet search will demonstrate how pervasive this term and its variants have become.

2 Unlike Bengen’s original work, fee assumptions have been included in the construction of this chart and others where noted. The 

assumption throughout is a total of 2% to account for all transparent fees such as portfolio, account and advisor costs, as well as real world 

non-transparent fee-like drag due to various issues such as covering spreads, trading costs, systemic fraud and any other inefficiencies. 

Reasonable minds could differ, but if practical solutions are sought then some level of fees must be reasonably accounted for. Note that 

in examples here, the monthly distributions taken by retirees are pre-tax. 

3 Or nominal total return for traditional, fixed-income asset classes

4 Note that the authors distinguish the term “value” to have two different meanings in the context of this discussion.  One represents 

traditional liquidation value, while the other represents the “value” for retirement-income sustainability purposes, which they call “Internal 

Value”, it may be thought of as “income horsepower.”
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